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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 1)
A travel company plans to use the Power Platform to create tools that help travel agents book customer travel. You need to recommend solutions for the company.
What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate tools to the correct requirements. Each tool may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You
may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/getting-started
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/common-data-service/data-platform-create-business-rule#:~:

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 2)
A bank uses Power Platform apps and flows to support business processes.
The company would like to use historical client data to predict whether a client's loan application is likely to be approved or rejected.
You need to use AI Builder to implement the solution.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the
correct order.

Solution:
Step 1: Import data into Common Data Service.
AI Builder requires the use of Common Data Service, which is the data platform for PowerApps and allows you to store and manage business data. Common Data
Service is the platform on which Dynamics 365 apps are built so if you’re a Dynamics 365 customer, your data is already in Common Data Service.
Step 2: Train the model Step 3: Publish the model
The last step is to publish your model.
Step 4: Use the model in PowerApps or Microsoft Flow. Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/ai-builder/build-model

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 2)
A company plans to create Power Platform apps that consume industry-standard and proprietary data sources. For each of the following statements, select Yes if
the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/connections-list

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Exam Topic 2)
A company is evaluating Power Platform and has questions about the role that Common Data Service plays in using Power Apps and Power Automate.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 3)
A company plans to display support call metrics on a screen that is visible to all call center staff.
You need to recommend solutions to meet the company's requirements.
What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate components to the correct requirements. Each component may be used once, more than once, or
not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
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Solution:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/create-reports/service-dashboard-tiles https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/create-reports/service-set-data-alerts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/visuals/power-bi-visualization-treemaps

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 3)
You create a Power BI dashboard that displays data from Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement. You need to share the Power BI dashboard with coworkers.
What are three possible ways to achieve the goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Create a Power BI workspace and grant coworkers permissions.
B. Publish the dashboard as an app to your coworkers.
C. Export the data into Common Data Service for others to manipulate in Power BI.
D. Export the data to Microsoft Excel for coworkers to import and view in Power BI.
E. Embed reports in your company's internal web portal.

Answer: ABE

Explanation: 
A: Basic Sharing for Dashboards and Reports through a workspace is the most common way of sharing the Power BI content. Basic Sharing is very simple and
easy to use method. You can simply click on the Share button in the dashboard or report, and then share it with other users.

B: Apps are great sharing method for multiple environment, and best way of sharing for users in production environment.
Power BI App is the solution for multiple environment approach. With Power BI App, your development environment (workspace), and user environment (App) are
isolated from each other.
Note: If you are using SharePoint online as a portal for document management and some other reasons already, then consider using Embed in SharePoint Online
feature of Power BI reports. This method is secure and you can share the report only with Power BI users you want.
E: Sometimes, you don’t need a secure way of sharing, you may search for an easy and free way of sharing, and your content is not confidential or sensitive.
Publish to web is your friend in such situation. This is the only free way of sharing in Power BI, but be aware that this method is not secure.
Publish to web method, gives you an embed code, which you can use in any web pages to embed the Power BI report in it
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Reference:
https://radacad.com/power-bi-sharing-methods-comparison-all-in-one-review

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 3)
A company plans to implement Power BI to analyze retail operations data. You need to recommend solutions for the company.
Which Power BI components should the company use? To answer, drag the appropriate Power BI components to the correct requirements. Each Power BI
component may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 4)
A user is creating their first canvas app in Power Apps.
The user does not know what types of controls they can include. You need to recommend solutions for the user.
Which types of controls would you recommend using in Power Apps? To answer, select the appropriate control in the dialog box in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
Box 1: Gallery
A Gallery control can show multiple records from a data source, and each record can contain multiple types of data. For example, a Gallery control can show
multiple contacts with each item showing contact information that includes a name, an address, and a phone number for each contact.
Box 2: Meeting-screen template
In a canvas app, add a meeting screen that lets users create and send meeting requests from their Office 365
Outlook accounts. Users can search for attendees in their org and add external email addresses. If your tenant has meeting rooms built into Outlook, users can
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select a location as well.
Box 3: Image
If you add one or more Image controls to your app, you can show individual images that aren't part of a data set, or you can incorporate images from records in
data sources.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/screen-templates/meeting-screen-overview

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 9
- (Exam Topic 5)
A company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management.
You need to use Microsoft Flow to automate the process of receiving and tracking raw materials. Which type of connector should you use?

A. Common Data Service
B. Dynamics 365
C. Dynamics 365 for Fin & Ops
D. Dynamic Signal

Answer: A

Explanation: 
Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations is now being licensed as Dynamics 365 Finance and Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management.
You can use Common Data Service to enable the flow of data between Finance and Operations apps and Dynamics 365 Sales.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/data-entities/data-integration-cds

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 5)
This question requires that you evaluate the BOLD text to determine if it is correct.
A company requires that service representatives schedule customer visits every six months. Each service representative is required to enter a scheduled task for
the next checkup as they are leaving a client site. A service representative wants to automate task entry by creating a business process flow that can be initiated
from the service call screen on a phone.
Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select “No change is needed.” If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice that makes the
statement correct.

A. No change is needed.
B. a scheduled
C. an instant
D. an action

Answer: D

Explanation: 
Note: Create a flow (see step 6 below)
* 1. Sign in to PowerApps.
* 2. In the left navigation bar, select Business logic, and then select Flows.
* 3. In the upper-left corner of the My Flows page, select New, and then select Create from blank.
* 4. Option to create a flow without using a template
Near the bottom of the page that appears, select Search hundreds of connections and triggers.
* 5. In the search box, type PowerApps, and then select the PowerApps icon.
* 6. Create a PowerApps trigger
* 7. On the next page, select the PowerApps icon again, and then select New step.
* 8. In the box that says Search connectors and actions, specify an action for your flow, as in this example:
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Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/using-logic-flows

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 7)
A company is building apps to support their business operations. The apps will use connectors to access data from several data sources and respond to a number
of events generated by components.
Which two operations can you use for connectors? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Triggers
B. Plug-ins
C. Actions
D. Gateways

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 7)
You test a business process flow in a sandbox environment.
When you complete testing, you must copy the business process flow to a production environment without bringing any data or other modifications with it.
You must meet the requirements. What should you do?

A. Export the default solution.
B. Export the form that contains the business process flow to a separate solution.
C. Add the business process flow to a separate solutio
D. Export the solution.
E. Create a view and export the view.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 7)
You plan to use Power Automate to monitor what people are saying about your company's products. You store the feedback for research and development
purposes.
You need to recommend Power Automate components to use for the solution.
To answer drag the appropriate components to the correct requirements. Each component may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag
the split Car between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection Is worth one point

Solution:
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Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 7)
You are creating a Power Automate flow.
You need to retrieve data from several sources deluding Microsoft Excel, Azure Data lake, and GitHub.
What should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate components to the correct data sources. Each component may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection Is worth one point

Solution:
Box 1: Formula
Reading an Excel document retrieves the data from the document, allowing it to be processed and modified in flows.
Read and extract data from an Excel document with the Read from Excel worksheet action.
Box 2: Connector
Azure Data Lake Store connector allows you to read and add data to an Azure Data Lake account. The Azure Data Lake connector is available for Power
Automate.
Box 3: Expression Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/pad-excel-automation/3-reading-excel-document https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/connectors/azuredatalake/

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 7)
You are using the Power B1 service to view a visual on a report that has been shared with you. You need to add the visual to a dashboard as a tile. Which action
should you perform?

A. Copy
B. Spotlight
C. Export data
D. Pin

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 7)
You are implementing a solution for an animal hospital.
The animal hospital must contact owners regarding their pets.
You need to model the owner and pet object information by using Microsoft Dataverse. The solution must minimize the amount of customization required:
• owner first name
• owner last name
• owner email address
• owner date of birth
• pet name
• pet breed
• pet owner
Which component should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate components to the correct data. Each component may be used once, more than once, or not
at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
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Solution:

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 7)
instructions: For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 7)
You create a multi-page Power BI report for an organization.
You must enable salespeople in the organization to use the report to view data relevant to their sales region only.
You need to enable security for the report. What should you use?

A. Microsoft Trust Center
B. row-level security
C. data loss prevention policies
D. sensitivity labels
E. Microsoft Azure Active Directory

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 7)
A user is creating their first Power Apps canvas app.
Which types of controls should you use for each scenario? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
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Solution:

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 7)
You are a retail director for a large clothing company. Each week you use the corporate YouTube channel to create a video that highlights new initiatives, and
goals for retail operations.
You need to design a Power Apps app that streams the videos to internal users.
Which objects should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
Reference:
https://powerapps.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-stream-videos-and-channels-in-canvas-apps/ https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/model-
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driven-apps/create-themes-organization-branding https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/controls/control-stream-video

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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